Analysis scripts and data are available at <https://github.com/mkshirley87/GDM-Brazil>.

Introduction {#sec006}
============

In 2017, Brazil was ranked first in South and Central America and fourth worldwide among countries with the highest prevalence of adult diabetes \[[@pone.0221971.ref001]\]. In the same year, globally, an estimated 21.3 million births were affected by hyperglycemia in pregnancy \[[@pone.0221971.ref001]\]. Gestational diabetes mellitus (GDM) accounted for approximately 86.4% of these hyperglycemic pregnancies. The clinical and public health relevance of GDM is increasingly recognized as it has become one of the most common complications of pregnancy, although prevalence estimates vary by country, region, and diagnostic criteria \[[@pone.0221971.ref002]--[@pone.0221971.ref004]\].

GDM is characterized by the development of glucose intolerance in pregnancy \[[@pone.0221971.ref005]\], and it increases the risk of adverse health outcomes for mothers and their offspring if not well controlled \[[@pone.0221971.ref006], [@pone.0221971.ref007]\]. The global pandemic of obesity and overweight \[[@pone.0221971.ref008]\] contributes to the increased risk of hyperglycemia in women of childbearing age \[[@pone.0221971.ref009]--[@pone.0221971.ref011]\]. Notably, countries with the highest rates of obesity demonstrate the highest rates of diabetes \[[@pone.0221971.ref012]\]. GDM is typically diagnosed by oral glucose tolerance test at 24--28 weeks of gestation, and often resolves after birth. However, women who have had GDM are at higher risk of developing GDM in subsequent pregnancies, and more likely to develop overt type 2 diabetes mellitus and cardiovascular disease \[[@pone.0221971.ref013]--[@pone.0221971.ref015]\]. Women facing these diagnoses in the poorest areas of low- and middle-income countries are more vulnerable to adverse reproductive outcomes associated with limited access to care \[[@pone.0221971.ref012]\]. Ninety percent of cases of hyperglycemia in pregnancy are estimated to occur in such areas \[[@pone.0221971.ref012]\].

Fetal exposure to the altered metabolic intrauterine environment associated with GDM is suggested to increase fetal fat mass (FM) and affect fetal growth and development, thus increasing the risk of obesity and type 2 diabetes later in life \[[@pone.0221971.ref016]--[@pone.0221971.ref018]\]. Several studies have assessed the relationship between GDM and newborn FM \[[@pone.0221971.ref016], [@pone.0221971.ref019]--[@pone.0221971.ref024]\], and many, but not all, have reported positive associations (see [Discussion](#sec011){ref-type="sec"}). However, to our knowledge, no such study has been conducted in Latin America. Investigations across populations are important, as geography and ethnicity are associated with variation in body composition \[[@pone.0221971.ref025]--[@pone.0221971.ref027]\], and ethnicity is also a recognized risk factor for GDM \[[@pone.0221971.ref028]\]. The aim of this study was to test the influence of GDM, controlling for other maternal and neonatal factors, on the FM of newborns from a large Brazilian city.

Participants and methods {#sec007}
========================

This cross-sectional study carried out in 2013--2014 sought to recruit mothers with GDM or normal glucose tolerance (NGT) from a large, public maternity care center in São Paulo, Brazil. Participants were selected based on information included in their medical records and antenatal cards. Exclusion criteria were: age \< 18 years; multiple pregnancy; hypertension; hormonal disorders; chronic infectious disease; smoking or drug use; alcohol consumption in pregnancy; delivery at \< 37 weeks or ≥ 42 weeks' gestation; birthweight \< 2,500 g; neonatal intensive care unit admission \> 2 days; and genetic disorders of the newborn.

The following steps (recruitment and all maternal/neonatal measurements) were performed within 24--72 hours of delivery. Mothers were invited to participate and answered questions to assess demographic, socioeconomic and obstetric factors. They reported their weight prior to pregnancy, which was compared against first-trimester weight recorded in the antenatal card. Recorded first-trimester weight, and height measured with a Tonelli Model 120A stadiometer (Tonelli, Criciúma, SC, Brazil) to the nearest 0.1 cm \[[@pone.0221971.ref029]\] were used to calculate pre-pregnancy body mass index (ppBMI) in kg/m^2^, following previous authors \[[@pone.0221971.ref030], [@pone.0221971.ref031]\]. Data on maternal date of birth, parity, newborn date and time of birth, type of delivery, sex of the newborn, gestational age, birth weight, birth length, and newborn head and chest circumference at birth were collected from hospital records. Gestational age was determined by ultrasonography performed up to 20 weeks' gestation. Gestational weight gain (GWG) was defined as the difference between maternal weight recorded at the first antenatal visit and maternal weight measured in the week prior to delivery.

Newborn length was measured to the nearest 0.1 cm with a Seca 416 Infantometer (Seca, Hamburg, Germany). Chest, head and abdominal circumferences of the newborn were obtained with a Seca non-stretchable tape to the nearest 0.1 cm. Newborn weight and body composition were assessed by air-displacement plethysmography (ADP) using the PEA POD system (COSMED USA, Inc., Concord, CA). ADP relies on densitometric principles to generate a two-component body composition model comprised of FM and fat-free mass (FFM). Specifically designed to measure infants, the PEA POD has been validated against reference deuterium isotope dilution and the three- and four-component models \[[@pone.0221971.ref032]--[@pone.0221971.ref034]\]. Ma et al. \[[@pone.0221971.ref032]\] reported excellent within- and between-day test-retest reliability, although a limitation of the method is its lack of accounting for variation in FFM density and hydration beyond age and sex differences. PEA POD measurements are quick, easy and harmless, and thus widely used to assess the body composition of infants weighing up to 8 kg.

Infants were placed within the PEA POD's temperature-controlled measurement chamber for 2--3 minutes, where they remained visible to the mother and operator through a plexiglass window. Infants were nude and those with hair had a small amount of baby oil and a thin cap applied to the head, in order to avoid air pockets created by hair and clothing. Measured body volume was corrected for thoracic gas volume and surface area artefact, which is warmer, more compressible air close to the skin's surface. Measured body mass was divided by corrected body volume to derive total body density, which, along with assumed constant density values for FM and FFM, can be used to calculate %FM. The density value 0.9 g/mL was used for FM, and values reported by Fomon et al. \[[@pone.0221971.ref035]\] were used for FFM: 1.064 g/mL for girls at birth, and 1.063 g/mL for boys. FM and FFM were calculated from %FM using body mass.

Statistical analysis {#sec008}
--------------------

Stata version 11 software (Stata Corporation, College Station, TX, USA) and the R language for statistical computing (version 3.6.0) \[[@pone.0221971.ref036]\] in RStudio (version 1.1.463) were used for statistical analysis. All variables of interest were evaluated for missing observations, potential outliers, and normality. Mother's age, ppBMI, GWG, *per capita* household income, birth weight, gestational age, FM and abdominal circumference were highly positively skewed. Log transformation was attempted, however the variables remained significant under Shapiro-Wilk. Several of the variables contained outliers which contributed to their skew, including GWG, *per capita* household income, birth weight, gestational age, FM and abdominal circumference. Sensitivity analyses performed with outliers removed yielded unchanged results.

Chi-squared, Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon, independent sample t-tests, and one-way ANOVA with Tukey post-hoc adjustment were used where appropriate to test for differences in maternal age, height, parity, delivery type, ppBMI, GWG, work status (yes or no), and *per capita* household income between GDM and NGT groups. Tests were similarly carried out for differences between the groups for infant sex, birth weight, gestational age, FM, FFM, length at birth, and circumferences of the head, chest and abdomen.

A number of prior studies have used FM adjusted for weight (percentage fat, or %FM) to assess infant FM \[[@pone.0221971.ref037]--[@pone.0221971.ref039]\], however others have criticized this practice as statistically flawed \[[@pone.0221971.ref040]\]. We followed Wells and Victora \[[@pone.0221971.ref040]\] in adjusting FM for FFM, rather than weight, using log-log regression. Specifically, FM and FFM were natural log transformed, with logFM then regressed on logFFM, and with *p* taking the value of the regression coefficient to derive the index FM/FFM^*p*^. This method reduces the correlation between the index FM/FFM^*p*^ and the raw denominator (FFM), rendering the index both conceptually and statistically more robust \[[@pone.0221971.ref040]\]. Index values were small, and thus were multiplied by 1000 in order to increase the readability of results presented in tables.

We fitted a multiple regression model with FM/FFM^*p*^ as the dependent variable, and the following independent predictors: GDM status (coded 1 = GDM, 0 = NGT); mother's age (continuous); ppBMI (continuous); GWG (continuous); type of delivery (1 = vaginal (reference), 2 = forceps, 3 = cesarean); newborn sex (1 = male, 0 = female); and gestational age (continuous). We fitted similar models for the GDM and NGT groups separately, where the dependent variable was FM/FFM^*p*^, and all independent variables were included except GDM status.

A full-model fit was initially employed for all models, including all candidate variables \[[@pone.0221971.ref041]\]. An assessment of goodness-of-fit based on multiple and adjusted R^2^ led us to drop non-significant variables and fit reduced models. The best-fit model using the full data set (GDM + NGT) was FM/FFM^*p*^ regressed on GDM, ppBMI, GWG, and newborn sex; for the GDM group it was FM/FFM^*p*^ on ppBMI and GWG; and for the NGT group it was FM/FFM^*p*^ on ppBMI, GWG and newborn sex. Because the variable %FM is commonly used by authors in similar analyses, models were repeated using %FM as the dependent variable, with results to be included as Supporting Information. We used the R package relaimpo (version 2.2--3) \[[@pone.0221971.ref042]\] to assess the relative importance of regressors, based on their contribution to total R^2^. The variance inflation factor was used to assess multicollinearity, and diagnostic plots and the Shapiro-Wilk test used to confirm normality of residuals. Significance tests were two-tailed at an alpha level of 0.05.

A number of observations were missing from the data set, particularly for the NGT subgroup. With the mice (Multivariate Imputation by Chained Equations) package (version 3.5.0) \[[@pone.0221971.ref043]\], multiple imputation was carried out on the full data set and the NGT-only data set, using the parameters m = 5, maxit = 100, seed = 500. 'M' is the number of multiple imputations, 'maxit' is the maximum number of iterations, and the value assigned to 'seed' is used to offset the random number generator \[[@pone.0221971.ref043]\]. As its name suggests, multiple imputation imputes missing values more than once, creating multiple predictions for each value and thus accounting for uncertainty in the imputations unlike e.g. mean imputation \[[@pone.0221971.ref044]\]. Full code for all analyses can be found at <https://github.com/mkshirley87/GDM-Brazil>.

Ethics statement {#sec009}
----------------

The study was conducted according to the guidelines of the Declaration of Helsinki and all procedures involving human subjects were approved by the Ethics Committees of the School of Public Health, University of São Paulo, and the teaching hospital and maternity center Dr. Mário de Moraes Altenfelder Silva, where all data were collected (Approval Number 00749812.5.3001.0059). All mothers gave written informed consent for themselves and their newborns.

Results {#sec010}
=======

Seventy-two women with GDM and 211 with NGT were recruited. Characteristics of the mothers are shown in [Table 1](#pone.0221971.t001){ref-type="table"}. GDM mothers were significantly older on average than NGT mothers, although the groups did not differ in parity; similar proportions of women in the GDM and NGT groups had more than one child. Proportions were also comparable between the groups for vaginal deliveries, although a higher proportion of GDM women had cesarean deliveries.

10.1371/journal.pone.0221971.t001

###### Demographic, obstetric and socioeconomic characteristics of mothers with gestational diabetes mellitus (n = 72) and normal glucose tolerance (n = 211).

![](pone.0221971.t001){#pone.0221971.t001g}

                                                                                                                         Gestational diabetes mellitus (n = 72)   Normal glucose tolerance (n = 211)                                
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------- ------------------------------------ ------------ --------------- ---------
  **Age (yrs)**[^1^](#t001fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                                                             29 (9.5)                                          25 (6.5)        \<0.001
  \< 20                                                                                                                  6 (8.5)                                                                       4 (1.9)                      
  20--25                                                                                                                 12 (17)                                                                       113 (53.6)                   
  26--30                                                                                                                 23 (32.4)                                                                     55 (26.1)                    
  31--35                                                                                                                 13 (18.3)                                                                     25 (11.8)                    
  36--45                                                                                                                 17 (24)                                                                       14 (6.6)                     
  **Height (m)**                                                                                                                                                  1.60 (0.07)                                       1.60 (0.06)     0.95
  **Parity**                                                                                                                                                                                                                        0.93
  1                                                                                                                      25 (34.7)                                                                     76 (36.2)                    
  \> 1                                                                                                                   47 (65.3)                                                                     134 (63.8)                   
  **Type of delivery**                                                                                                                                                                                                              0.004
  Vaginal                                                                                                                30 (41.7)                                                                     97 (47.3)                    
  Forceps                                                                                                                7 (9.7)                                                                       48 (23.4)                    
  Cesarean                                                                                                               35 (48.6)                                                                     60 (29.3)                    
  **Pre-pregnancy BMI (kg/m**^**2**^**)**^1^                                                                                                                      30.1 (11.7)                                       24.2 (6.2)      \<0.001
  Underweight (\< 18.5)                                                                                                  1 (1.4)                                                                       13 (6.5)                     
  Normal weight (18.5--24.99)                                                                                            20 (27.8)                                                                     93 (46.7)                    
  Overweight/obese (≥ 25)                                                                                                51 (70.8)                                                                     93 (46.7)                    
  **Gestational weight gain**[^**2**^](#t001fn003){ref-type="table-fn"} **(kg)**[^1^](#t001fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}                                            11.4 (8.7)                                        11.0 (7.1)      0.24
  Below recommendations                                                                                                  15 (20.8)                                                                     44 (28.6)                    
  Within recommendations                                                                                                 20 (27.8)                                                                     62 (40.3)                    
  Above recommendations                                                                                                  37 (51.4)                                                                     48 (31.2)                    
  **Work**                                                                                                                                                                                                                          0.27
  Yes                                                                                                                    32 (44.4)                                                                     111 (53.0)                   
  No                                                                                                                     40 (55.6)                                                                     99 (47.1)                    
  ***Per capita* household income (Brazilian real)**[^1^](#t001fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                        416.7 (323.8)                                     400.0 (413.2)   0.85
  \> Minimum Brazilian wage                                                                                              13 (19)                                                                       40 (22)                      
  \< Minimum Brazilian wage                                                                                              56 (81)                                                                       143 (78)                     

IQR = interquartile range; SD = standard deviation; BMI = body mass index; minimum Brazilian wage in 2014 equivalent to R\$724, or US\$324, per month

^1^Data presented as median and IQR

^2^IOM (2009) guidelines \[[@pone.0221971.ref055]\]: recommended weight gain in pounds: 28--40 for BMI \< 18.5 kg/m^2^, 25--35 for BMI 18.5--24.9 kg/m^2^, 15--25 for BMI 25.0--29.9 kg/m^2^, 11--20 for BMI ≥ 30 kg/m^2^

The groups were similar for average height and GWG, but GDM mothers had significantly higher ppBMI. Seventy-one percent of GDM mothers were overweight or obese, compared with 47% of NGT mothers. Around half of the mothers worked during pregnancy, and the majority reported a *per capita* household income below the minimum Brazilian wage, which at the time these data were collected was R\$724 (US\$324) per month.

Characteristics of the newborns are given in [Table 2](#pone.0221971.t002){ref-type="table"}. The majority were born at term. Comparing newborns of GDM versus NGT mothers, there were no statistically significant differences in birth weight, birth length, FFM or head circumference, and proportions were similar for sex. In contrast, differences were observed for median FM and chest and abdominal circumferences.

10.1371/journal.pone.0221971.t002

###### Gestational age, anthropometry and body composition of newborns of mothers with gestational diabetes mellitus (n = 72) and normal glucose tolerance (n = 211).
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                                                                           Gestational diabetes mellitus (n = 72)   Normal glucose tolerance (n = 211)                               
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------ ---------------------------------------- ------------------------------------ ------------ -------------- ---------
  **Sex**                                                                                                                                                                            0.51
  Female                                                                   35 (48.6)                                                                     113 (54.0)                  
  Male                                                                     37 (51.4)                                                                     96 (46.0)                   
  **Birth weight (g)**[^1^](#t002fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                        3425 (521.3)                                      3343 (516.3)   0.11
  2500--3000                                                               8 (11.1)                                                                      33 (15.9)                   
  3001--3500                                                               32 (44.4)                                                                     110 (52.9)                  
  3501--4000                                                               23 (31.9)                                                                     49 (23.6)                   
  4001--5000                                                               9 (12.5)                                                                      15 (7.2)                    
  \> 5000                                                                  0                                                                             1 (0.5)                     
  **Gestational age (wks)**[^1^](#t002fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                   39.0 (2.0)                                        39.0 (1.0)     0.03
  36[^2^](#t002fn003){ref-type="table-fn"} -- 38                           28 (38.9)                                                                     44 (21.2)                   
  39--40                                                                   38 (52.8)                                                                     138 (66.3)                  
  40--42                                                                   6 (8.3)                                                                       26 (12.5)                   
  **Fat mass (kg)**[^1^](#t002fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                           0.35 (0.3)                                        0.27 (0.2)     0.02
  **Female**                                                                                                        0.35 (0.3)                                        0.32 (0.2)     
  **Male**                                                                                                          0.34 (0.3)                                        0.24 (0.2)     
  **Fat-free mass (kg)**                                                                                            2.9 (0.3)                                         2.9 (0.3)      0.78
  **Female**                                                                                                        2.8 (0.4)                                         2.8 (0.3)      
  **Male**                                                                                                          3.0 (0.3)                                         3.0 (0.3)      
  **Length (cm)**                                                                                                   49.1 (1.8)                                        49.3 (1.8)     0.46
  **Female**                                                                                                        48.6 (1.7)                                        49.0 (1.9)     
  **Male**                                                                                                          49.6 (1.8)                                        49.5 (1.5)     
  **Head circumference (cm)**                                                                                       34.8 (1.5)                                        34.7 (1.2)     0.66
  **Female**                                                                                                        34.4 (1.5)                                        34.5 (1.3)     
  **Male**                                                                                                          35.1 (1.4)                                        35.0 (1.1)     
  **Chest circumference (cm)**                                                                                      33.6 (1.7)                                        32.8 (1.6)     0.002
  **Female**                                                                                                        33.2 (1.7)                                        32.8 (1.7)     
  **Male**                                                                                                          33.9 (1.6)                                        32.8 (1.6)     
  **Abdominal circumference (cm)**[^1^](#t002fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}                                            33.0 (2.0)                                        31.0 (2.4)     \<0.001
  **Female**                                                                                                        33.0 (2.9)                                        31.0 (2.5)     
  **Male**                                                                                                          33.2 (1.6)                                        31.0 (2.1)     

IQR = interquartile range; SD = standard deviation

^1^Data presented as median and IQR

^2^Two infants in the NGT group had a gestational age of 36, and one in the diabetes group had a gestational age of 42

All missing observations ([S1 Table](#pone.0221971.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) were successfully imputed. Following log-log regression analysis, the optimum index for infant FM in our sample was FM/FFM^1.4^. Shown in [Table 3](#pone.0221971.t003){ref-type="table"} are results of the multiple linear regression of FM/FFM^1.4^ on GDM status, ppBMI, GWG, and newborn sex. GWG, ppBMI and newborn sex were significantly predictive of infant FM controlling for one another and for GDM, which was not significant. The model explained 16% of the variance in newborn FM (multiple R^2^), with GDM contributing 1%, ppBMI 5%, GWG 3%, and sex 6%. Similar results were found using the imputed data set (also shown in [Table 3](#pone.0221971.t003){ref-type="table"}). Iterations of the model which demonstrated a poorer fit to the data and were therefore rejected are given in [S2](#pone.0221971.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S3](#pone.0221971.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"} Tables.

10.1371/journal.pone.0221971.t003

###### Results of multiple linear regression with neonatal FM/FFM^*p*^ as outcome, using the data set containing missing values, and following multiple imputation.
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                                           Data set containing missing values           Data set following multiple imputation                                        
  ---------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------- --------- ------- -------------- ---------
  Gestational diabetes mellitus (yes/no)   3.81                                         -7.32, 15.0                                  0.50      6.14    -4.35, 16.6    0.25
  Pre-pregnancy BMI (kg/m^2^)              1.46                                         0.66, 2.27                                   \<0.001   1.29    0.52, 2.08     0.001
  Gestational weight gain (kg)             1.32                                         0.49, 2.15                                   0.002     1.15    0.29, 2.01     0.01
  Male newborn sex                         -17.8                                        -27.2, -8.29                                 \<0.001   -17.1   -25.2, -9.03   \<0.001
                                           Multiple R^2^ = 0.16; adjusted R^2^ = 0.15   Multiple R^2^ = 0.15; adjusted R^2^ = 0.14                                    

[Table 4](#pone.0221971.t004){ref-type="table"} shows results of the regression of FM/FFM^1.4^ on ppBMI and GWG, the best-fit model using the GDM-only data set. These two predictors explained 13% of the variance in the outcome (although adjusted R^2^ was slightly lower at 11%). Specifically, ppBMI explained 8% and GWG 5% of the variance. Given in [Table 5](#pone.0221971.t005){ref-type="table"} are results of FM/FFM^1.4^ regressed on ppBMI, GWG, and newborn sex in NGT mothers only. Newborn sex alone was significant, accounting for 11% of the variance in infant FM. Imputed models again yielded broadly similar results to those obtained with the original data sets containing missing observations. Rejected iterations of models in Tables [4](#pone.0221971.t004){ref-type="table"} and [5](#pone.0221971.t005){ref-type="table"} are given in [S4](#pone.0221971.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}--[S6](#pone.0221971.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"} Tables. Readers interested in model results with %FM can find these in [S7](#pone.0221971.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}--[S10](#pone.0221971.s010){ref-type="supplementary-material"} Tables.

10.1371/journal.pone.0221971.t004

###### Results of multiple linear regression for mothers with gestational diabetes mellitus (n = 72), with neonatal FM/FFM^*p*^ as outcome.
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  Predictor variable                           Coefficient   95% CI       *p*
  -------------------------------------------- ------------- ------------ -------
  Pre-pregnancy BMI (kg/m^2^)                  6.75          2.36, 11.1   0.003
  Gestational weight gain (kg)                 5.64          1.16, 10.1   0.014
  Multiple R^2^ = 0.13; adjusted R^2^ = 0.11                              

10.1371/journal.pone.0221971.t005

###### Results of multiple linear regression for normal glucose tolerance mothers (n = 211) with neonatal FM/FFM^*p*^ as outcome, using the data set containing missing values, and following multiple imputation.
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                                 Data set containing missing values           Data set following multiple imputation                                        
  ------------------------------ -------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------- --------- ------- -------------- ---------
  Pre-pregnancy BMI (kg/m^2^)    0.58                                         0.01, 1.15                                   0.05      0.42    -0.07, 0.92    0.09
  Gestational weight gain (kg)   0.54                                         -0.06, 1.15                                  0.08      0.35    -0.26, 0.96    0.25
  Male newborn sex               -12.3                                        -18.3, -6.34                                 \<0.001   -11.1   -16.2, -6.12   \<0.001
                                 Multiple R^2^ = 0.15; adjusted R^2^ = 0.13   Multiple R^2^ = 0.11; adjusted R^2^ = 0.10                                    

Discussion {#sec011}
==========

Infants with increased BMI and FM are at greater risk of developing overweight and obesity in childhood and adult life \[[@pone.0221971.ref045]--[@pone.0221971.ref048]\], which in turn heightens risk of metabolic disorder \[[@pone.0221971.ref049], [@pone.0221971.ref050]\]. This contributes to epidemics of obesity and insulin resistance, as mothers with such conditions, including GDM \[[@pone.0221971.ref005]\], are more likely to give birth to infants with greater FM \[[@pone.0221971.ref016], [@pone.0221971.ref051], [@pone.0221971.ref052]\]. The current study identified significant associations of neonatal FM indexed by FM/FFM^1.4^ with maternal ppBMI, GWG and newborn sex, but not GDM status. Our combined (GDM + NGT) multiple regression model explained 16% of the variance in infant FM, which yielded an *f*^*2*^ value of 0.19 and is consistent with a medium effect size \[[@pone.0221971.ref053]\]. According to Cohen \[[@pone.0221971.ref053]\], *f*^*2*^ is the effect size index defined for squared multiple correlations (*R*^*2*^): the equation is *f*^*2*^ = *R*^*2*^/(1-*R*^*2*^).

Results for models run separately on GDM and NGT group data were somewhat different than those of the combined model. Here, we observed that ppBMI and GWG were predictive of newborn FM for GDM mothers (multiple R^2^ = 0.13), but not NGT mothers. The reverse was true for newborn sex, which was significant for the NGT (multiple R^2^ = 0.15), but not the GDM group. Considering the difference in average FM between the sexes in the NGT group (see [Table 2](#pone.0221971.t002){ref-type="table"}), it is not surprising that sex was a strong predictor of the index FM/FFM^1.4^, where FM is assessed in relation to FFM. In general, it is well known that males and females exhibit differences in body composition from birth, although interestingly, the sexes are commonly more similar in FM whilst males demonstrate greater FFM than females \[[@pone.0221971.ref054]\]. Of course, this means that, on average, females at birth are proportionately fatter than males. In contrast to NGT newborns, males and females in the GDM group were more similar to one another in average FM, whilst results for FFM by sex in the GDM and NGT groups were virtually identical.

Our results for infant sex diverge from those of Lingwood et al. \[[@pone.0221971.ref020]\], who found that measures of maternal blood glucose were significantly predictive of FM in males (though not females), while mother's BMI demonstrated an effect for females (but less so for males). However, our results are consistent with the hypothesis and results from a 2003 study by Catalano et al. \[[@pone.0221971.ref016]\], where significant differences were found between GDM and NGT groups for neonatal FM, but not FFM, length or birth weight. Similarly, in a recent systematic review and meta-analysis, Logan et al. \[[@pone.0221971.ref055]\] reported that FM of GDM infants, but not FFM, differed from NGT infants, and in fact in subgroup analyses this effect was significant only for males.

At the same time, Catalano et al. \[[@pone.0221971.ref016]\] found that maternal fasting glucose concentration correlated strongly with neonatal FM, while in our combined model, the variable denoting GDM status did not significantly predict FM. Maternal GDM status may be important for understanding variation in newborn FM, as suggested by the fact that ppBMI and GWG were significant predictors of newborn FM in our sample of GDM, but not NGT, women. However, more sensitive measures than the mere presence or absence of GDM, such as results of an oral glucose tolerance test, may be necessary to elucidate an association between GDM status and infant FM variation in the combined model. It is also possible that the women with GDM in our study had achieved good glycemic control, as they were recruited from a maternity care center which routinely takes steps to control diabetes in pregnancy. In a study carried out in Australia, for example, Au et al. \[[@pone.0221971.ref021]\] suggested good glycemic control as an explanation for a lack of difference in %FM of GDM versus NGT newborns. Glycemic control may have served to ameliorate adverse effects of GDM on levels of newborn FM in our sample, although a lack of data on our GDM mothers' treatment and blood glucose levels means we are unable to explore this possibility further.

The portion of R-squared attributable to ppBMI and GWG was, respectively, 5% and 3% in the combined model, while the GDM group-specific model with ppBMI and GWG as the sole predictors explained 13% of the variance in newborn FM (a medium effect size \[[@pone.0221971.ref053]\]). A number of studies have demonstrated associations of ppBMI or GWG with newborn FM. For example, Josefson et al. \[[@pone.0221971.ref056]\] measured infant body composition by ADP, and found that mothers with excessive GWG (according to the 2009 Institute of Medicine (IOM) guidelines \[[@pone.0221971.ref057]\]) had infants with 50% greater FM than mothers who gained weight within the guidelines. The authors, however, only assessed mothers with a normal ppBMI. In our sample, a considerable proportion of women in both the GDM and NGT groups were overweight or obese according to ppBMI (71% and 41%, respectively). Following the IOM (2009) \[[@pone.0221971.ref057]\], 51% of GDM and 31% of NGT mothers exceeded GWG in relation to their ppBMI, although it should be noted that these guidelines were developed for women with NGT. No such recommendations exist for women with GDM. Indeed it appears, at least in non-GDM women, that the effect of GWG on infant FM may differ depending on whether women are normal weight, overweight or obese at the start of pregnancy \[[@pone.0221971.ref058]\], establishing along with other studies that ppBMI is a crucial factor for newborn FM \[[@pone.0221971.ref052], [@pone.0221971.ref059], [@pone.0221971.ref060]\].

GWG has further been associated with neonatal FM in studies involving both non-diabetic and diabetic pregnant women. For example, Starling et al. \[[@pone.0221971.ref061]\] observed a positive association of GWG with newborn %FM independent of ppBMI, while Blackwell et al. \[[@pone.0221971.ref023]\] found that excessive GWG was independently associated with increased FM in neonates of women with treated or untreated mild GDM. It has been suggested that GWG may in fact be a risk factor for GDM, with Gibson et al. \[[@pone.0221971.ref062]\] observing greater GWG up to 24 weeks' gestation in women who ultimately developed GDM, although once again the results varied by ppBMI. In contrast, a meta-analysis indicated that excessive GWG may increase risk of GDM, irrespective of pre-ppBMI \[[@pone.0221971.ref063]\]. Beyond evidence for its contribution to GDM and increased newborn FM, excessive GWG has been associated with postpartum maternal FM retention \[[@pone.0221971.ref064]\], and weight, FM and insulin resistance of the offspring in childhood \[[@pone.0221971.ref065], [@pone.0221971.ref066]\].

Using ADP to measure newborn body composition, Au et al. \[[@pone.0221971.ref022]\] observed results similar to those we obtained with our combined regression model. Specifically, GWG, maternal ppBMI and sex, in addition to parity, ethnicity, gestational age, and smoking, explained 19% of the variance in newborn %FM in their cohort, whilst GDM status was not significant \[[@pone.0221971.ref022]\]. With respect to the association (or lack thereof) of GDM with offspring FM, one factor which could explain variation in findings across studies is whether or not researchers adjust for GWG. In two studies, Logan et al. \[[@pone.0221971.ref055], [@pone.0221971.ref067]\] identified positive associations between GDM and infant FM, however they did not control for GWG. Catalano et al. \[[@pone.0221971.ref016]\] found the association between GDM status and infant FM, already adjusted for several variables, attenuated considerably with further adjustment for maternal GWG. At the same time, study design and analysis may contribute to variation in findings. Results may vary depending on whether measures of maternal hyperglycemia are included in models along with GWG and additional potential confounders, versus models run separately for GDM and NGT mothers. Further work is required to disentangle the effects and interactions of ppBMI, GWG, and maternal glycemic status on offspring FM.

Strengths and limitations {#sec012}
-------------------------

A main strength of this study is the use of ADP and the PEA POD system, a technique recognized for its high-quality measurement of infant body composition. Such measurements more accurately assess infant FM than e.g. BMI or skinfold thicknesses. Additionally, although our data set had several observations missing for the NGT subsample, we were able to carry out multiple imputation and demonstrate that results were largely unchanged when using the original or imputed data sets. We used FM/FFM^*p*^ as our index of newborn FM, which is considered more statistically robust than the oft-used %FM, and also better for assessing metabolic risk \[[@pone.0221971.ref040]\]. The FM/FFM^*p*^ index assesses FM in direct relation to FFM, which contains organs and metabolically-protective skeletal muscle \[[@pone.0221971.ref068]--[@pone.0221971.ref070]\].

Finally, this study recruited women in a South American country who were low-income, with the majority reporting a *per capita* household income less than the 2014 Brazilian minimum wage of R\$724 (US\$324). For comparison, the average *per capita* household income in São Paulo in the same year was R\$1,432 (US\$642) \[[@pone.0221971.ref071]\]. Although this may limit generalizability of the results, such populations require attention. Low-income women of Brazil, and South America more broadly, have so far been neglected in the literature on associations of maternal GDM, GWG and ppBMI with newborn FM.

Our study also has some important limitations. The sample size was relatively small, in particular for the GDM group. The GDM variable was binary, denoting women with or without GDM, rather than based on, for example, more specific measures of maternal glucose levels. At the same time, women were recruited when they gave birth, and no data were collected retrospectively on the method or degree of glycemic control in those with GDM. This left us unable to examine whether level of glycemic control might have contributed to a lack of association between GDM status and infant FM in our combined model. Additionally, despite its noted strengths, a limitation of the use of ADP is its reliance on sex- and age-specific assumed values for density and hydration of FFM, which may in fact demonstrate variation beyond these adjustments.

Similarly, despite the robustness of the FM/FFM^*p*^ index relative to %FM, the use of the index is arguably limited by the fact that it has yet to be widely adopted in the literature, and therefore it is more difficult to compare our results with prior work. If authors begin to adopt FM/FFM^*p*^ over e.g. %FM, it will help to identify a normative range against which future results can be compared. Finally, we were unable to assess the potential association of ethnic variation *within* the Brazilian population on our outcome of interest. This was untenable due to the high degree of heterogeneity in the population, and the fact that Brazilians are unlikely to consider themselves part of a specific ethnic or racial subgroup. Survey and study data typically query self-reported skin color, and it is unclear how responses map onto ethnicity or race in a meaningful way.

Conclusions {#sec013}
-----------

In conclusion, this study identified increased FM relative to FFM in infants born to GDM versus NGT mothers, however GDM did not significantly predict infant FM in multiple regression models with adjustment for other factors. In contrast, ppBMI and GWG explained a portion of the variance in infant FM/FFM^1.4^ in both the combined model (8%) and GDM-specific model (13%), while sex of the newborn explained 11% of the variance in FM for the NGT group. The differing results of GDM versus NGT-group models suggest the potential importance of GDM status for understanding variation in neonatal FM, however our binary GDM variable may have precluded clearer results on this point. Going forward, prospective cohort studies are arguably needed which include ppBMI, GWG, and detailed data on the mother's glycemic profile across pregnancy, including method and magnitude of glycemic control. Such studies would contribute to a greater understanding of the associations among these important maternal factors and their relative influence on offspring FM.
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